REFEREE AND ASSISTANT REFEREE (“AR”) SIGNALS
THROW IN
Referee holds arm up at 45 degree angle
toward the goal line being attacked by the
team taking the throw in.

AR holds flag up at 45 degree angle
toward goal line being attacked by
the team taking the throw in.

GOAL KICK
Referee holds arm horizontally toward
the goal defended by the team taking the
goal kick.

AR holds flag horizontally toward
the goal area defended by the team
taking the goal kick.

CORNER KICK
Referee holds arm up at 45 degree angle
toward corner from with kick will be taken.

AR holds flag down at 45 degree
toward corner on AR’s side of field.

BALL OUT OF PLAY
If ball has gone out of play, but players
do not stop playing, playing, Referee
should blow whistle.

When AR observes ball going out of
but does not know what the restart
should be, the AR should hold the
flag vertically.
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FOULS
Referee blows whistle, holds arm up at 45 degree angle toward the goal line being attacked by
the team taking the free kick, points at the spot on the field from which the free kick will be taken.
If kick is indirect free kick, referee holds arm up vertically until a player other than the player
taking the free kick touches the ball or ball goes out of play.

AR holds flag up vertically and wiggles it when the Referee is looking. When Referee blows
whistle, AR holds the flag up at a 45 degree angle toward the goal line being attacked by the
team taking the free kick. The AR can indicate spot of foul by pointing at the spot with the flag,
indicate far side of the field by holding flag up at 45 degree angle or indicate center of field by
holding flag horizontally.

PENALTY KICK
Referee points down to penalty spot.

If “asked” by the Referee, AR holds
flag down vertically, then moves to
corner.
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OFFSIDE
AR holds flag up vertically standing level
with violation. When Referee blows whistle,
AR indicates location of violation by
holding flag up at 45 degree angle for
far side, horizontally for middle or down
at 45 degree angle for near side.

Referee blows whistle. Referee can
point to spot of violation. Referee
holds arm up vertically until a player
other than the player taking the free
kick touches the ball or the ball goes
out of play.

GOAL
If there is an apparent goal, the Referee should look at the AR. If the AR signals a goal, then the
Referee should hold arm horizontally toward the center circle to indicate that the restart is a
kickoff.
After an apparent goal, if the Referee looks at the AR and the AR has seen no violation, the AR
should hold flag straight down and run toward half way line. If AR has observed an offside
violation by scorer, AR signals offside. If AR has observed offside by another player or a foul, AR
should stand at attention so Referee can consult with AR. If Referee does not see AR, then AR
should get the Referee’s attention by wiggling a raised flag.
If AR sees a goal, but play does not stop, AR should hold flag up vertically until Referee stops
play. Then AR hold flag straight down and run toward half way line.
If there is a goal, but players do not stop playing, Referee should blow whistle.

ADVANTAGE

CAUTION AND EJECTION

Referee throws both arms forward and up
in a sweeping motion and shouts “play on”
or “advantage” or both.

Referee blows whistle and stops play
Referee holds yellow card or red
in hand with arm raised vertically.
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